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0-1 player

15-20 min.

GA ME
AN ID LE BO AR D ER !
FO R 0 TO 1 PL AY

1 main board (quad-fold)
1 d4 and 1 d6
5 marker cubes (orange)
25 member cubes (blue)
15 event cards
4 double sided tiles
5 scenario cards
1 box (that will fit in the pocket of

+12 yo

your old cargo pants so you can
carry this game everywhere)

designed by Simon Jutras
jutrasimon@gmail.com

A CO MP LE TE
TH OU T
SIM UL AT IO N WI IC AL
AN Y MA TH EM AT
FO RM UL AS

What is this game?
Watch history unfold itself in front of your very
eyes with this pocket revolution simulator.

CBPR Simulator is an idle game for 0 to 1 player where you will
observe the lifespan of an insurgency against the old regime. The
game uses a system of intricate tracks that will let you simulate a
unique revolution each time without using mathematical formulas.
Choose a preferred side (or play a passive role) while you toy with
this simple but highly emerging narrative game.
Roll the dice, apply the results and enjoy the pleasures of
an idle board game.
This project was freely inspired by the work of Crane Brinton, an
eminent American historian of the 20th century. His most famous
work, The Anatomy of Revolution, studied the dynamics of
revolutionary movements and their progression.

How does it work?

A ST RA NG EL Y
AT IV E
EM ER GI NG NA RR
GA ME

The game is played over a series of turns until one side reaches
a winning condition. On each turn you will do the following:

1

Main event

Roll the dice (d4 & d6) - This will trigger a specific track to
be activated. Move the marker associated with this track
and carry out the designated action.

No decision needed, this is all automated.

2

Recruitment phase

Roll the dice (d4 & d6) - This will determine if the
revolution side recruitd new members. If it’s the case,
add cubes on the designated space.

No decision needed, this is all automated.

3

“

Play a card

MU LT IPL E WI N
CO ND ITI ON S
ON BO TH SID E

Play 1 of the 3 available cards to help one side.

What players think of it?
The only viable place for this
simulator is probably at the
board game workshop contest.
- Marc

Frankly, I cannot really call that
a game.
- Antoine

This makes me wonder why we
[game designers] put so much
effort to create new mechanisms.
- Thomas

”

